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Welcome

1. Introduction 2. Uses 3. Next steps/ Q&A 

• Why and why now?

• What’s new?

• Overall audiences

• Show change

• Compare groups

• Understand an area

• Differentiate places

• Where/how to access it?

• How to find out more?

• Your comments and 

questions



Why and why now?

• Sometimes greater granularity is useful

• Some places, or organisations, have a lot of a few segments

• More sophisticated use of segmentation in the sector

• Changes in environment, behaviours, culture and technology

• Learnings from original Audience Spectrum

• Development of, and learnings from, the Audience Finder datasets

• Access to new datasets (e.g. Cultural Participation Monitor)



What are the new subsegments?

Each existing segment split in two, by:

• Engagement levels and booking behaviour

• Geography

• Demographic profiles

• Our experience re: key factors/ 

points of interest for organisations 
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2



What’s new in Audience Spectrum?

• As engagement patterns and organisations’ needs change, Audience Spectrum is 

evolving: 

• Introducing a new layer of subsegments for greater differentiation

• Enabling more targeted action in achieving engagement goals

• Providing enhanced resources and interpretation, with updated data and 

information (e.g. re. digital engagement, the impact of Covid-19).



A few key differences:

Your audiences 

are still in the 

same 10 top level 

segments:

existing reports, 

plans, tagging, or 

analysis continue 

to be relevant.

Visuals Updated the icons for greater legibility.

Naming Renamed 2 segments: 

Facebook Families is now Frontline Families 

Heydays is now Supported Communities.

Presentation Revamped/ re-organised the pen-portraits 

Expanded All 10 segments now has 2 subsegments  

e.g. Metroculturals M1/ Metroculturals M2



Commuterland Culturebuffs| C1

Prosperous families, living in the 

commuterbelt of major urban 

centres.

Commuterland Culturebuffs| C2

Wealthy empty-nesters with 

comfortable lifestyles in more 

rural areas.

Metroculturals | M1

Older, established and high-

spending professional elites.

Metroculturals | M2

Younger, mobile and emerging 

metropolitan professionals.

Experience Seekers | E1

Socially minded mid-life 

professionals with varied artistic 

tastes.

Experience Seekers | E2

Students and graduates with 

adventurous attitudes in diverse 

urban areas.



Dormitory Dependables | D1

Commuter-town families, 

investing for the future.

Dormitory Dependables | D2

Settled, comfortable residents, 

enjoying regional life.

Trips & Treats| T1

Modern young families, building a 

future.

Trips & Treats| T2

Settled families with established 

lifestyles.

Home & Heritage | H1

Settled suburban seniors.

Home & Heritage | H2

Affluent residents of rural idylls.



Frontline Families | F1

Older families, getting by 

despite challenges.

Frontline Families | F2

Younger, cash-strapped 

families and couples starting 

out.

Up Our Street | U1

Middle-aged inhabitants of 

semis on the edge of town.

Up Our Street | U2

Older residents of terraces 

and flats in built up areas.

Kaleidoscope Creativity| K1

Settled and diverse urban 

communities.

Kaleidoscope Creativity| K2

Hard-pressed singles in city 

tower blocks.

Supported Communities| S1

Young, immobile and hard-

up, often relying on welfare 

to get by.

Supported Communities| S2

Elderly residents of sheltered 

housing, with low incomes and 

declining health.



New UK Profile



Example 1: Sheffield Museums

Differences within a segment from survey data



biggest segment:

1in 5 visitors

E1:

Previous visitors

(among locals and at Weston Park 

Museum & Graves Art Gallery)

Attend in group with 

children

(and group @ Weston Park)

Suburban

(53% In S6, S7, S8)

Experience Seekers

E2 – more likely to be:

New visitors

(and if had been, more recent)

Attend in group with adults

(and groups @ Graves)

City Centre / near the 

University

(63% of locals in S1 or S10)



Example 2: Chichester Festival Theatre

More specific behavioural changes in ticketing data



Both sub-

segments grew 

during COVID, 

but M2 overtook 

M1 temporarily…

(rising from 18th/20 

to 3rd/20)



Example 3: Levelling Up

Beyond the ‘lower engaged’ from population data



Levelling Up Areas:

All local authorities are either High, Medium 

or Low priority for Levelling Up.

Unsurprisingly, ‘lower-engaged’ segments are 

over-represented in the High priority areas…

…but the picture is more complex if using 

Enhanced Audience Spectrum…





Much greater overrepresentation of:

U2: Older residents of terraces and flats in 

built up areas

&

F2: Younger, cash-strapped families and 

couples starting out

than U1 (Middle-aged inhabitants of semis on 

the edge of town) and F1 (Older families, 

getting by despite challenges).



Example 4: A Sharper View of London

Differentiating Boroughs from population data



Differentiating London

C. 3/4 London 

households are in 3 top 

tier segments.

Enhanced Audience 

Spectrum lets us see 

greater variety…



More KC

Bold = KC dominant

Mid = KC >50% of dominant

Grey outlined = neither

K1: Settled and diverse 

urban communities.

K2: Hard-pressed singles in 

city tower blocks.



More K1 More K2

More KC

Bold = KC dominant

Mid = KC >50% of dominant

Grey outlined = neither

K1: Settled and diverse 

urban communities.

K2: Hard-pressed singles in 

city tower blocks.



More K1 More K2

More KC

Bold = KC dominant

Mid = KC >50% of dominant

Grey outlined = neither

K1: Settled and diverse 

urban communities.

K2: Hard-pressed singles in 

city tower blocks.



Key:

Yellow have more K1 than K2.

Coral have more K2 than K1.

Dark = KC dominant

Mid = KC >50% of dominant

Pale = neither

Differentiating London



Where, when and how can I access it?

Available now:

• Consultancy

• Audience Finder Answers

• Area Profile Reports

(APR, APR+, EAPR, EAPR+)

• Profiling

• Evidence & Insight

• The Audience Agency’s Communications

(theaudienceagency.org / newsletters / social)



Where, when and how can I access it?

Coming soon:

• Licensing and tagging

• Mapping tool and dashboard

• Additional Audience Finder Answers insights

• Additional Evidence & Insights content

• New Census data.

• Newsletter

• Website

• In Audience Finder

• TAA Community

• TEA Break 13/7/22

• Other TAA Events…



Thank you

Please get in touch: theaudienceagency.org
hello@theaudienceagency.org


